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Abstract Consolidation of multiple applications with
diverse and changing resource requirements is common

in multicore systems as hardware resources are abun-

dant. As opportunities for better system usage become

ample, so are opportunities to degrade individual ap-

plication performances due to unregulated performance
interference between applications and system resources.

Can we predict a performance region within which ap-

plication performance is expected to lie under differ-
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ent consolidations? Alternatively, can we maximize re-
source utilization while maintaining individual appli-

cation performance targets? In this work we provide

a methodology that offers answers the above difficult

questions by constructing a queueing-theory based tool

that can be used to accurately predict application scal-
ability on multicores. The tool can also provide the

optimal consolidation suggestions to maximize system

resource utilization while meeting application perfor-

mance targets. The proposed methodology is based on
asymptotic analysis that can quickly provide a range

of performance values that the user should expect un-

der various consolidation scenarios. In addition, when

more accurate performance forecasting is needed, the

methodology can provide more accurate predictions us-
ing approximate mean value analysis. The methodology

is light-weight as it relies on capturing application re-

source demands using standard system monitoring, via

non-intrusive low-level measurements.

We evaluate our approach on an IBM Power7 sys-

tem using the DaCapo and SPECjvm2008 benchmark

suites. From 900 different consolidations of application

instances, our tool accurately predicts the average iter-
ation time of collocated applications with an average

error below 9 per cent. Experimental and analytical

results are in excellent agreement, confirming the ro-

bustness of the proposed methodology in suggesting the
best consolidations that meet given performance objec-

tives of individual applications and maximize system

resource utilization.

Keywords Performance · consolidation · multicores ·

prediction models · asymptotic analysis
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1 Introduction

Multicore architectures hosting multi-threaded applica-

tions are the prevailing execution environments in to-

day’s data centers and cloud computing facilities. Mod-
ern multicore systems are characterized by large compu-

tational capacity, and deep memory hierarchies, and are

well-equipped with hardware specific acceleration and

optimization techniques. Various programming models
are thus developed to optimize application execution

on heterogeneous architectures. Often, a single appli-

cation instance executing on such a powerful platform

under-utilizes system resources [19,24]. To increase re-

source efficiency, system providers resort to consolida-
tion, i.e., packing multiple applications into a physical

server, lowering the operating cost and augmenting sys-

tem throughput [11,21].

Typically, applications can be classified based on

their concurrency level, intensity of resource demands,

and performance level objectives. For example, certain

applications may have stringent performance require-
ments especially if they are associated with higher ser-

vice tiers [21], whereas some applications do not require

any performance guarantees. In this paper, we consider

two kinds of consolidation: homogeneous consolidation,
where multiple application instances of the same type

are executed simultaneously and heterogeneous consoli-

dation where different application instances are selected

to execute simultaneously. Naturally, consolidation aims

to avoid the perils of resource over-subscription by achiev-
ing better utilization of resources [7]. Given the need of

differentiated performance objectives per application,

how many instances and which applications to consoli-

date is a tough technical challenge.

In this paper, we aim to meet pre-set performance

application requirements in the form of average execu-

tion times while the instances of simultaneously execut-
ing applications are maximized. The challenge is to ac-

curately predict performance interference among collo-

cated applications on multicores [21,15,9], and based on

this prediction to reach judicious decisions for effective
consolidation. A posteriori, one could decide on the best

consolidation if an exhaustive experimental search of all

possible combinations is made. This may be a viable so-

lution if only a small set of applications is executing on

the system. Here, we advocate using a modeling-based
methodology that focuses on a priori forecasting the op-

timal consolidation, especially in terms of efficient and

accurate predictions of performance objectives such as

average application iteration time and system through-
put. Central to the model’s effectiveness is the ability to

encapsulate the workload dynamics over complex hard-

ware and software stacks.

Related work [5,23] focuses on models to capture

low level end-to-end performance metrics, such as ab-

solute or relative Instructions Per Cycle (IPC). Low-

level models can provide a detailed overview of the

resource demands of a single application execution at
the cost of exploring a large number of hardware coun-

ters. Extracting the essential characteristics for appli-

cation performance from state-of-the-art machines is a

complex engineering task because of the multiple prob-
lem dimensions, including the execution of application

threads on different cores, accesses to shared data struc-

tures, inter/intra thread communication, and runtime

optimizations. In addition, low-level performance mea-

sures usually do not directly reflect application itera-
tion time1 among consolidated instances, neither can

they convey information about the expected average it-

eration time.

In this paper, our objective is to identify optimal
homogeneous or heterogeneous consolidations by ac-

curately suggesting the maximum number of applica-

tion instances to consolidate without violating target

iteration times. First, we develop a methodology that

can provide us with asymptotes which define a region
where the expected performance could lie for different

consolidation levels. These asymptotes have zero com-

putation time and can be used to predict a range of

anticipated performance. When a more accurate per-
formance prediction is needed, then we use mean value

analysis (MVA) [18] to further enrich the methodology

with an approximation that allows for more accurate

predictions.

Core to the asymptotic analysis as well as the pa-
rameterization of MVA, is the ability to accurately pre-

dict application demands at each system resource. To

this end, we develop a light-weight and non-intrusive

profiling methodology that effectively captures the ap-
plication concurrency level, the hardware parallelism,

and the impact of resource runtime optimizations. We

show that resource demands may vary according to the

number of consolidated instances. Performance interfer-

ence among consolidated instances is well captured via
a surprisingly simple two station queueing model that is

appropriately parameterized, thanks to the developed

profiling methodology.

To summarize, our contributions are both theoret-
ical and practical. On the theoretical side, we present

an asymptotic analysis that allows for defining regions

of application performance under different consolida-

1 Because the applications that we use to evaluate the
methodology proposed in this paper are composed by a set of
iterations, we use the average “iteration time” as a measure
of the application end-to-end execution time. Effectively, a
scaled iteration time (multiplied by the number of iterations)
expresses the application execution time.
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tion. We also provide an extension to the Mean-Value-

Analysis (MVA) algorithm for load dependent multi-

class queueing networks. On the practical side, we offer

a light-weight profiling methodology that extracts vital

information on resource demands using standard profil-
ing tools, i.e., without any intrusive changes on the ap-

plication, and use this information to parameterize the

model. This model effectively captures performance in-

terference, accurately predicts program execution time,
and suggests ideal consolidations. From more than 500

experiments of homogeneous and heterogeneous con-

solidations of DaCapo and SPECjvm2008 benchmarks,

prediction errors are below 9%, further illustrating the

model’s robustness. We note that as our methodology is
generic and platform independent, it can readily apply

on different workloads and/or different platforms.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives

an overview of homogeneous and heterogeneous con-

solidations and outlines the potential challenges. The
proposed profiling methodology for capturing resource

demands is described in Section 3. The queueing model

with its asymptotic analysis and the extension of the

approximation of the mean value analysis algorithm is

given in Section 4. Section 5 presents experimental re-
sults. Related work is given in Section 7, followed by

the conclusion in Section 8.

2 Consolidation

The performance of an application depends not only on

how application threads use the underlying hardware

resources but also on the interference of collocated ap-

plications. In this section, we illustrate the complexity

of consolidation using the DaCapo benchmark suite [4]
on our target hardware platform, an IBM POWER7

server. The modeling methodology is evaluated in Sec-

tion 5 using both the DaCapo and the SPECjvm2008

benchmarks.

2.1 Reference System and Workload

The reference system is an IBM Power 750 Express

server with a single POWER7 processor board host-

ing 8 cores running at 3.00 GHz, SMT set to 1, and
64 GB of RAM. The disk adapter is a PCI-X 266 Planar

3GB SAS and the disk is a Hitachi Ultrastar C10K300,

147 GB, 10000 RPM, with a 64 MB buffer. The sys-

tem runs a logical partition with AIX 6.1 (64 bit) and
IBM J9 JVM SR8-FP1 (64 bit) in server mode, with

2 GB heap size and default garbage collection algo-

rithm. Figure 1 provides a high-level view of the system,
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Fig. 1 High-level view of the execution environment.

omitting network components as we limit our observa-

tions to non-network intensive applications.

We first developed our methodology using a set of

micro-benchmarks to test our predictions. This initial
set of reference programs2 included both Java and na-

tive workloads, giving us fined-grained control over the

amount and the duration of CPU and disk operations.

Due to the space limit, we skip the presentation of micro
benchmark results but we direct the interested reader

to [1] for more details.

In this paper, we mainly evaluate our methodol-

ogy with workloads from the widely-used DaCapo 9.12

benchmark suite [4] and demonstrate the complexity of
the workload dynamics. The Dacapo suite is represen-

tative of contemporary Java workloads and consists of

fourteen benchmarks with various levels of parallelism.

Here we focus on a selection of 10 benchmarks, exclud-
ing network intensive ones (i.e., tomcat, tradebeans,

and tradesoap) and benchmarks with high iteration

time (i.e., eclipse). Extending the proposed technique

to network intensive applications is subject of future

work.
All empirical measurements presented in this paper

are based on a warm-up time of 2 minutes and an ob-

servation time of 3 minutes. To this end, we configure

the benchmark harness to execute an infinite amount of
iterations in the same JVM process3. We do not collect

any metrics during the warm-up phase, as performance

is affected by class-loading and just-in-time compila-

tion. The average iteration time is computed as the av-

erage amount of time between consecutive benchmark
iterations started after the beginning of the observation

time. Garbage collection is not explicitly triggered be-

tween the iterations, the just-in-time compiler is always

turned on, and we do not bind any process or thread to
specific cores.

Table 1 summarizes the internal parallelism of each

benchmark: total number of threads (including JVM

threads), peak and average number of alive threads (in-

cluding idle threads), and peak and average number of

2 Throughout this paper we use the terms “program”,
“benchmark” and “application” interchangeably.

3 Throughout this paper we use the terms “JVM process”
and “application instance” interchangeably.
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Table 1 Concurrency in DaCapo benchmarks

Benchmark
no. of threads

total
alive runnable

peak average peak average
avrora 11 11 10.90 8 4.87
batik 13 8 6.93 6 3.00

fop 6 6 4.93 5 3.01
h2 8 7 5.65 5 3.22

jython 6 6 4.98 5 3.00
luindex 6 6 5.07 5 3.01

lusearch 6 6 5.96 5 3.01
pmd 14 13 8.90 12 4.04

sunflow 10 8 6.99 5 3.00
xalan 6 6 5.97 6 3.01

runnable threads (including running threads). The pre-

sented values are computed over an entire benchmark

iteration using the Java Management and Monitoring
API and a custom native agent.

The DaCapo benchmarks depict wide variability in

their concurrency levels. Some benchmarks have a higher

(lower) degree of concurrency, e.g. pmd (luindex), while
some others have a higher (lower) volume of thread

communications, e.g., avrora (lusearch). Each bench-

mark differs in hardware resource usage, i.e., some are

CPU bound and some are disk bound. Due to the com-

plexity of hardware architecture and applications, it
is challenging to identify the key characteristics that

dictate the iteration times per application, and even

more challenging when consolidating multiple instances

of applications. In the following, we illustrate the diffi-
culties of finding effective consolidation of two DaCapo

benchmarks: xalan and luindex.

2.2 Problem Statement with Examples

The problem addressed by this study is how to find
the optimal (maximum) consolidation on multicore sys-

tems without violating target iteration times of individ-

ual applications. We consider two kinds of consolida-

tions, homogeneous and heterogeneous, that raise sev-

eral questions:

Homogeneous Consolidation:

For a given application and hardware, what is the max-

imum number of instances one can simultaneously exe-

cute without violating the target iteration time? In par-
ticular, how does the concurrency pattern and underly-

ing resource usage of the application affect this number?

We illustrate this problem by consolidating multiple in-

stances of luindex and xalan, see Figure 2(a) and 2(b).

Heterogeneous Consolidation:

We consider that a system executes two heterogeneous

applications, a primary and a secondary application.
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(a) consolidating xalan
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(b) consolidating luindex
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Fig. 2 Resource utilizations and iteration times under ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous consolidation. For the hetero-
geneous consolidation (third row of graphs), we assume that
there are 4 instances of xalan consolidated with 1, 2, 3, and
4 instances of luindex.

Given a fixed (required) number of execution instances

and target iteration time for the primary application,

what is the maximum number of consolidated instances

of the secondary application so that the target itera-
tion time of the primary application is not violated?

How can an optimal consolidation leverage the com-

plementary resource usage and concurrency patterns of

both applications? We illustrate this problem by consol-
idating four instances of xalan (primary) with different

instances of luindex (secondary) ranging from one to

four.

To find the optimal consolidations for the above two

problems we conduct exhaustive experiments. Figure 2

shows how CPU utilization, disk utilization, and iter-

ation times behave for several consolidations of xalan,
luindex, and xalan+luindex. Let the target iteration

times be 8 and 4 seconds for xalan and luindex, re-

spectively. To meet the target iteration time, one can

find that the optimal consolidation instances for luindex,
xalan and xalan+luindex are 5, 7, and 4+1, respec-

tively. As xalan and luindex are CPU- and disk- inten-

sive applications, respectively, their optimal homoge-
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Table 2 CPU related statistics under different consolidated
instances of batik and avrora

inst.
batik avrora

T [s] Uc [%] Ucs [%] T [s] Uc [%] Ucs [%]
1 2.08 13.6 93 7.47 33.2 92
2 2.09 26.9 97 7.88 49.4 93
4 2.09 53.3 98 11.00 60.8 95
6 2.09 77.6 99 12.38 74.8 97
8 2.15 96.4 100 14.29 85.2 100
10 2.65 99.6 100 16.39 91.2 100
12 3.14 99.9 100 18.85 94.9 100
14 3.70 100.0 100 21.55 97.0 100
16 4.23 100.0 100 24.19 98.2 100

neous consolidation results in high CPU utilizations for

xalan and high disk utilizations for luindex. The het-

erogeneous consolidation results instead in more “bal-

anced” CPU and disk utilization levels.

Clearly, optimal consolidation depends on how the

workload increases with each additional instance, how

resource run-time optimizations are affected by colloca-

tion, and how strong performance interference is among
competing applications. The prediction methodology

should suggest a priori and without exhaustive exper-

imentation the ideal consolidation. Encapsulating the

critical application characteristics within compact mea-
surements is prerequisite to the above target. This is the

subject of the following section.

3 Characterizing the Workload

The concept of “resource demand”, i.e., the time an ap-
plication spends on CPU and disk resource, has been

widely used in characterizing applications on multicore

systems [5,23] as well as on multi-tier and virtualized

environments [26,20,19]. An application iteration com-
pletes by executing multiple threads, which can concur-

rently or sequentially access the system resources. The

iteration time consists of the sum of execution times

on the distinct resources, which are defined as resource

demands, and the wait times on these resources due to
contention caused by collocation. The aim here is to

characterize the resource demands per application un-

der consolidation scenarios. Note that we also refer to

resource demands as execution times without any con-

solidation.

Most of the related studies focus on obtaining re-

source demands of a single application instance using

very fine grained and detailed information, including
thread communication [5] and cache related statistics

[11]. To this end, the standard approach is to explore a

large number of hardware counters or even modify the

application source code. Such a process is cumbersome,
intrusive, and neither portable nor scalable. Using hard-

ware performance counters is clearly the preferable ap-

proach but it is challenging to collapse such diverse

information into a single value parameter such as the

resource demand. In the following two subsections we

illustrate how exactly we achieve the above target via

a light-weight profiling methodology that can capture

resource demands as a function of collocated workloads
on different resources.

3.1 CPU Demand

On a single core system, the CPU demand can be ob-
tained by the average CPU utilization, defined as the

fraction of time the single core is busy during the exe-

cution. If there are multiple instances executing simul-

taneously and the CPU is not fully saturated, then one
may assume that the CPU is shared equally among

competing instances. If the CPU is saturated, waiting

(queuing) time kicks in and contributes to the applica-

tion iteration time. Therefore, CPU utilization is a good

indicator of CPU demand per application instance, but
not of the application iteration times.

For multicore systems, the CPU demand is not only

defined by core utilization, but also by the time that at

least one core is busy. To obtain the CPU demand of

multi-threaded applications on multicores, we propose
combining two performance counters: CPU utilization,

Uc, which denotes the aggregate busy time of all cores

and (CPU) system utilization Ucs, which denotes the

fraction of time at least one thread is executing. On

UNIX-like systems, those values can be collected using
the mpstat, sar, and vmstat commands. Note that al-

though the memory is another important resource, we

encapsulate the time accessing the memory [11] sim-

ply within the CPU times, i.e., these two resources are
coalesced as one.

We illustrate the CPU profiling using two DaCapo
benchmarks, batik and avrora. Table 2 lists Uc, Ucs,

and their iteration times, denoted by T , for different

consolidated instances (homogeneous consolidations),

with the number of instances ranging from 1 to 16.
Looking at results for a single instance, a high differ-

ence between the two utilization values suggests that

only a small set of cores are busy at a given moment

in time, due to limited concurrency level within each

application. When all cores are busy processing mul-
tiple instances, CPU utilization Uc is the same as the

CPU system utilization Ucs. The minimum number of

instances that keep all cores busy is considered the

system saturation point for this specific homogeneous
consolidation. In summary, Uc, Ucs and the saturation

point are critical for our workload characterization as

well as model development.
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3.1.1 Linear Increment of Uc

From Table 2, one can observe that CPU utilization

increases almost linearly and indicates that the CPU
demand per additional instance is constant. From the

constant iteration times, one can further infer that any

additional CPU demand per instance is distributed to

the idle cores.

In the case of linear demand increment, one can

compute the CPU demand with respect to collocated

instances as follows: When executing one instance of
batik, CPU demand is 0.93·T . When two instances are

executing, the CPU demand is 0.93 · T/2. One can do

similar calculations up to 8 instances. After that point

the CPU approaches saturation and iteration times start
increasing. In the batik case, we see that the value of

such a point is roughly equal to the inverse of Uc of a

single instance execution. In the following subsection we

look at another typical case, that of avrora, where Uc

does not increase linearly with the number of instances.
Next, we examine the reasons for this behavior.

3.1.2 Nonlinear Increment of Uc

In contrast to batik, the CPU utilization Uc of avrora
grows non-linearly and its iteration times increase as

the number of instances increases, even under a non-

saturated situation, see Table 2. This behavior, observed

also in pmd, is initially perplexing as it seems that the
CPU demand contributed by each instance decreases,

perhaps due to some run-time optimization. Extrapo-

lating the saturation point from a single instance as

we did successfully in batik would result in a signifi-

cant error here, as the predicted saturation point would
be three instances, while in reality the saturation point

is much larger. Such a behavior may occur when tightly

coupled parallel threads perform frequent data exchange.

If the threads are not scheduled at the same time slice,
then an additional overhead mat arise, especially when

there are more jobs scheduled concurrently. To obtain

a good estimate of the saturation point, additional pro-

filing is required.

avrora has a high number of threads, performing

frequent, fine-grained interactions with each other. It

intensively uses synchronization and spin locks, which
are commonly used to protect specific code regions. Un-

like standard locks, a thread that fails to acquire a spin

lock does not get immediately de-scheduled, but it re-

peatedly tries to acquire the lock for some time, pro-
vided that computational resources are available. We

conjecture that the CPU demand per instance can vary

depending on the use of spin locks and idle cores.
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Fig. 3 CPU utilization and number of spins depending on
the number of instances of avrora.

Figure 3 presents the CPU utilization and number
of spins with respect to different numbers of consoli-

dated instances of avrora. The number of spins is col-

lected via the Java Locking Monitor (JLM) tool. As the

consolidated instances increase, the percentage of idle

cores decreases, so do the spins per interaction. Such
an observation confirms our conjecture that the CPU

demand per instance decays due to a lower number of

spins when fewer idle cores are available. Among the

benchmarks considered in this study, avrora and pmd

show non-linear increases in CPU utilization as consol-

idated instances increase due to the use of spin locks.

We thus propose to monitor the number of spins and

if this number is low, then we assume that we are in a

“linear CPU demand increment” case as in batik and
the saturation point is updated accordingly. If the num-

ber of spins is high, then we need more information to

compute the saturation point. We address this issue in

the following subsection.

3.1.3 Profiling for CPU Demand

Following analysis from previous subsection, we sum-
marize the algorithmic description of CPU demand. Let

Dc(n) denote the CPU demand per iteration when n in-

stances are consolidated. Let Uc(n) and Ucs(n) denote

the application CPU utilization and the CPU system

utilization respectively, given n consolidated instances.
Moreover, we denote the saturation point as ξ, which

represents the minimum number of instances that com-

pletely saturate the CPU. Depending on the number of

spins, ξ can be decided as follows.

We estimate the per instance CPU demand under

n consolidated instances, Dc(n), by the product of it-

eration time T (1) and CPU utilization Ucs(1) under a

single instance execution, divided by the minimum of
the saturation point, ξ, and the number of instances, n:

Dc(n) =
T · Ucs(1)

min(n, ξ)
=

Dc(1)

min(n, ξ)
. (1)

Both T (1) and Ucs(1) are measured via profiling the

single instance execution. One can also view the denom-
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inator of Eq. 1 (min(n, ξ)) as the maximum embedded

parallelism.

To calculate the saturation point ξ, we first moni-

tor the number of spins in a single instance execution.

The saturation point ξ(1), is estimated by the inverse
of CPU utilization, i.e., 1

Uc(1) . When the number of

spins is below a threshold, we let ξ = ξ(1); otherwise

we re-estimate the new saturation point for non-linear

demand increment, by executing ⌈ξ(1)⌉ application in-
stances. Note that the threshold for monitoring spins is

obtained via prior empirical experiences. We then re-

compute the average CPU utilization per instance and

take the inverse of such a value as the new estimate
of the saturation point. Finally, it should be noted that

the exact number of spins is not used explicitly in Eq. 1

but its effect on application scalability is determined

empirically through n and ξ.

3.2 Profiling Disk Demand

Measuring the performance of the disk is particularly

difficult due to the multiple caches present at all storage
levels, the high number of run time optimizations, e.g.,

out-of-order writes, and parallel writing across different

disk platters. Profiling of disk demand must incorporate

the inherent disk parallelism due to consolidation.
Here, we rely on disk operation statistics, instead

of disk utilization, because the latter is a biased met-

ric due to multiple I/O buffering [27]. To compute the

disk demand under a single application instance Dd(1),

we need to obtain the disk parallelism and total disk
execution time. We use the average service queue size,

denoted by q, as an indicator of the disk parallelism.

For the total disk execution time, we use the product

of the average disk operations per second (i.e., the disk
throughput), denoted by λd, and the average service

time, denoted by s, which is obtained by the iostat

tool. Dd(1) is estimated as the total disk time divided

by the disk parallelism

Dd(1) =
λds

q + 1
. (2)

Similar to the CPU, various run time disk optimiza-

tions may affect the per instance disk operations, es-
pecially under consolidation. To verify this conjecture,

we measure the disk throughput with synthetic bench-

marks, which write and read files to disk with a con-

trollable intensity. Our evaluation results confirm that
indeed the disk throughput depends on the amount and

intensities of IO operations. In general, our synthetic

benchmarks confirm that the heavier the IO workload
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Fig. 4 Disk service demand for luindex.

thanks to a high number of consolidated instances, the

higher the disk throughput due to run time optimiza-

tions. For details on the synthetic benchmarks we refer

the interested reader to [1].

As an example, we show how to calculate the disk

demand of n consolidated instances, Dd(n) of luindex,

a disk-intensive benchmark. The disk operations that

are optimized (or parallelized), can be inferred from

the total number of disk operations per second, otd, and
disk queued operations per second, oqd. When

oqd

otd
≃ 1,

it implies that there is a sufficiently high workload for

the disk, whereas
oqd

otd
≃ 0 implies a low disk workload.

One can expect that Dd(n) may decrease from Dd(1)
with respect to n, which in turn indicates parallelism.

After conducting extensive empirical fitting on both

synthetic micro benchmarks and luindex, we conclude

that Dd(n) can be well captured by Dd(1) divided by

n to the power of
oqd

otd
,

Dd(n) = Dd(1)/noqd/otd . (3)

Following Eq. (2) and (3), Figure 4 shows the ex-

perimentally measured and predicted disk demand as a
function of simultaneously executing luindex instances.

3.3 Profiling DaCapo Benchmarks

To profile CPU and disk demands of DaCapo suite, one

needs to collect the statistics required in Eq. (1)-(3)
and calculate the CPU saturation point. Such statistics

are collected non-intrusively by standard, open source

profiling tools, including mpstat, vmstat, sar, and

iostat. Table 3 summarizes CPU and disk demands

for a single instance (Dc(1) and Dd(1)), cpu saturation
point (ξ), number of queued disk operations per second

(oqd), and total number of disk operations issued per

second (otd).

The relative difference between Dc(1) and Dd(1) in-
dicate whether an application is CPU- or disk-bound.

The table shows that luindex is a strong disk-bound

workload. However, since Dc(n) and Dd(n) change with
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the number of consolidated instances, the distinction

between CPU- and disk-bound also changes as a func-

tion of the degree of consolidation. Moreover, the sat-

uration point serves as a good indicator of the applica-

tion concurrency level. High saturation points indicate
a low level of concurrency; low values of ξ indicate the

contrary. For example, both batik and pmd are CPU-

bound workloads for any consolidated instances, but

they have very different saturation points, being 7.17
and 3.85 respectively. This is because batik, compared

to pmd, has a lower internal concurrency. As reported in

Section 3.1.2, pmd shows a nonlinear increment of CPU

demand.

3.4 Resource Demands Under Heterogeneous

Consolidation

Clearly, the CPU saturation point and disk related statis-

tics depend on the total workload required by the col-

located instances and resulting run-time optimizations.
As a result, in the case of heterogeneous consolidation,

one needs to adjust the estimation of the CPU sat-

uration point and the average queued and total disk

operations to consider both types of applications. We

propose to update the values based on the average of
both application classes, weighted by their number of

instances.

In the heterogeneous consolidation, we let the pri-

mary (secondary) application associated with subscript

i = {1, 2}. The CPU saturation point under the con-

solidation is thus the average of ξ1 and ξ2 weighted by
the number of instances of class 1 and 2, n1 and n2.

Similar calculations are applied on oqd and otd. In the

following, we summarize the proposed estimates , under

consolidating n1 and n2 instances of class 1 (primary)

and class 2 (secondary) applications.

ξ(n1, n2) = (ξ1 · n1 + ξ2 · n2)/(n1 + n2) (4)

oqd(n1, n2) = (oqd1 · n1 + oqd2 · n2)/(n1 + n2) (5)

otd(n1, n2) = (otd1 · n1 + otd2 · n2)/(n1 + n2). (6)

The CPU and disk demands can be conveniently

adapted as the input for a queueing network model,

which can then effectively capture the queueing and
iteration times. As such, one can efficiently and accu-

rately find the optimal consolidation for any given re-

quirement of target iteration times. We validate our

proposed profiling in conjunction with the proposed
model described in the following section, by showing

the difference between predicted and measured itera-

tion times.

Table 3 Profiling of the DaCapo suite

benchmark Dc(1) ξ Dd(1) oqd otd

avrora 6.88 5.52 0.12 0.0 1.9
batik 1.94 7.17 0.17 0.6 9.2

fop 0.52 5.62 0.06 0.0 18.7
h2 5.84 5.88 0.10 0.1 1.4

jython 6.01 4.30 0.65 4.7 9.4
luindex 1.27 8.79 1.23 63.7 161.1

lusearch 9.18 5.68 1.54 2.0 18.7
pmd 2.00 3.85 0.09 0.4 4.4

sunflow 15.19 6.21 0.63 0.5 5.1
xalan 6.09 6.49 1.05 0.6 28.2

4 Prediction Models

To capture the performance interference and the execu-

tion time of consolidated applications on multicores, we

use a closed queueing network model which is param-
eterized by the proposed profiling on application CPU

and disk demands. To this end, our contributions are

two fold:

– For homogeneous consolidations we use asymptotic

analysis to define a “region” where predicted per-

formance values may lie. This region is defined by

the upper and lower asymptotes of application in-

terference in homogeneous consolidations as a func-
tion of the number of instances and effectively il-

lustrate a range of anticipated performance values.

This asymptotic analysis has negligible time com-

plexity and can be done instantaneously.
– For homogeneous and heterogeneous consolidations

we enhance approximate Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [22]

to capture the performance of consolidated applica-

tions. The MVA model results in more accurate per-

formance predictions than the asymptotic ranges,
but with a slightly higher cost.

Corresponding to the two most critical resources,

CPU and disk, we propose a simple two station queue-
ing system, depicted in Figure 4. Station one repre-

sents the aggregate computation capacity from avail-

able cores in the system. Station two represents a single

disk. Prior work has shown this approach to be very ef-

fective in prediction models of multi-tiered systems [20,
29], where it has been illustrated that capturing the

memory access times within the CPU times is effective

and does not result in any compromise with respect to

prediction accuracy. The number of consolidated appli-
cation instances corresponds to the number of “jobs”

in conventional closed queueing network terminology.

Assuming a closed queueing network structure as

the one depicted in Figure 4, we solve the system for

n simultaneous executing jobs (application instances,

in our case) and estimate performance numbers for the
various measures of interest. The main metric of inter-

est here is the application iteration time, i.e., the time

that one iteration completes after executing on both
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Fig. 5 Two station closed queueing system. Station 1 corre-
sponds to the aggregate of all cores and their memory, while
station 2 corresponds to the disk.

resources. In the following two sections we outline how
the two proposed modeling methodologies can be used

for prediction purposes.

4.1 Asymptotic Analysis

We start with a generalized discussion that considers
M stations (note that in our case we only have two

queues) and n jobs (i.e., n simultaneously executing

instances). We first consider that the M stations are

load independent and that all n jobs belong to a sin-

gle class, i.e., are statistically indistinguishable. M =
{1, 2, ..., M} is the set of station indexes, in our case

M = {c, d}. Let Di ={D1, ..., DM} represent the global

service demands of the M stations of the model. Si

represents the mean service time of station i (i ∈ M).
Di(1) represents the mean time spent by a job at sta-

tion i during its complete execution when there is only

one job (instance) executing in the system, i.e., there is

no consolidation. Assume that all the service demands

are different (Di(1) 6= Dj(1) ∀i 6= j) and that the sta-
tions are ordered according to their service demands so

that the Mth one is the most heavily loaded:

D1(1) < D2(1) < ... < DM (1). (7)

The Mth station is the bottleneck of the system, i.e., is
the station is the most utilized one and is thus the one

that saturates as n becomes large. From the utilization

law [18]

Ui(n) = X(n) Di(1) ≤ 1 (8)

and considering the ordering of Eq. (7), we may derive

that the first station that saturates as n increases, i.e.,

its utilization reaches 100%, is station M . The bottle-

neck is the station that limits the system’s performance.
Indeed, it will be

lim
n→∞

UM (n) = 1 (9)

and thus from Eq. (8) we obtain the bound of the

throughput

lim
n→∞

X(n) =
1

DM (1)
. (10)

Using Little’s law we have:

lim
n→∞

(R(n) − nDM (1)) = 0. (11)

The validity of Eq. (11) for product form networks is

demonstrated in [3,17] where it is shown that the pos-

sible differences between R(n) and n · DM (1) vanish

when n tends to infinity. Therefore, the asymptote for
the response time (i.e., end-to-end execution time, or

iteration time for the case of our case study) as n in-

creases is the straight line with slope DM (1)

R(n) = DM (1) · n. (12)

Let us consider a system with several bottlenecks.

With single class workloads this condition is verified

only if there are several stations that are equally loaded

and these stations are the ones with the highest service
demands, i.e., are the bottlenecks. Relaxing the con-

dition described in Eq.(7), we assume that the last K

(K<M) stations are bottlenecks:

D1(1) < D2(1) < ... < DM−K(1) < DM−K+1(1) =

DM (1) < DM−K+2(1) = DM (1) < ... < DM (1).

A system with this type of load is said to have multiple

balanced bottlenecks since all K bottlenecks have the

same service demand DM (1). The remaining stations
have smaller demands Di(1) < DM (1). For this type of

systems it has been demonstrated [3,17] that

lim
n→∞

(R(n) − n · DM (1)) = (K − 1) · DM (1). (13)

Thus, in this case the asymptote of R is parallel to

the line of equation R = n ·DM (1) (the asymptote of R

when there is only one bottleneck) and is (K−1)·DM (1)

units above it. The asymptote is as follows (see Eq. (13)
of [3] or Eq. (12a) of [17]):

R(n) = (n + (K − 1)) · DM (1). (14)

Consider now a multicore system that processes a work-

load consisting of several instances of the same program
that is strictly CPU bound. Recalling the discussion in

Section 3 where we defined the saturation point ξ that

represents the minimum number of instances that sat-

urates the CPU station. We model the cores of the sat-

uration point as ξ multiple balanced bottlenecks and
we use the line of Eq. (14) as one of the asymptotes of

the response time. This asymptote clearly represents a

worst case scenario, i.e., it corresponds to a pessimistic

situation as it is based on the assumption that all ξ
cores are equally utilized and saturated. In all the cases

where the number of equally utilized cores is less than

ξ, the contention decreases and the response time is
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lower. When the number of instances in execution be-

comes large (heavy load), then the values of R tend to

this asymptote since all the ξ cores are saturated.

A lower bound of response time is obtained con-

sidering the optimistic situation in which performance
interference of the various instances is minimized. In

that case, the response time is simply given by the

sum of its service demands Di(1) for all i. This light

load optimistic asymptote, i.e., R(n) =
∑M

i=1 Di(1) is
valid for simultaneously executing instances that are

less or equal to ξ. As the number of instances n be-

comes greater than ξ, contention necessarily takes place

and response time increases. In this case, the optimistic

asymptote is given by a straight line of slope DM (1),
parallel to the one of Eq. (14).

We stress that the asymptotes above have O(1) com-

plexity, therefore they can be evaluated almost instan-

taneously as long as the Di(n) values for all n val-
ues are load independent, i.e., are all equal to Di(1).

Nevertheless, if one of the stations has load dependent

demands, then it is not possible to calculate the pes-

simistic asymptote and we have to resort to another

methodology for performance prediction. In this paper,
we use the load dependent MVA algorithm to overcome

this difficulty.

4.2 Load-dependent MVA Model

MVA (Mean Value Analysis) [22] has been widely used

to solve single and multi-class queueing networks4. MVA

as an algorithm is quite powerful as it can provide ana-
lytical calculations of various performance metrics of in-

terest, e.g., application throughput, iteration time, and

resource utilization. MVA has been successfully used

in models of multi-tier systems [26,29]. For the specific

needs of our problem here, as resource demands vary
according to the number of instances executing simul-

taneously, we require a version of multi-class MVA that

is load-dependent. To the best of our knowledge, there is

no exact or approximate version of MVA that can solve
a load-dependent queueing network where the resource

demands depend on the collocated jobs in the system.

Instead, the literature suggests to solve such models via

simulation. Here, we enrich MVA with a new approxi-

mation that fits best our purposes, in order to provide
a quick algorithmic solution with good accuracy.

Assuming a closed queueing network structure as

the one depicted in Figure 4, we solve the system for

n simultaneous executing jobs (application instances,

4 MVA provides the exact solution of product form queue-
ing networks, whose solutions of the steady-state probabilities
can be expressed as a product of factors describing the state
of each queuing node.

in our case) and estimate performance numbers for the

various measures of interest. The main metric of in-

terest here is the application iteration time, i.e., the

time that one iteration completes after executing on

both resources. We solve the proposed model by using
multi-class load dependent MVA algorithm. The essen-

tial step is to update the resource demands according

to the CPU saturation point and the disk total-queued

operations according to consolidated instances.

For the homogeneous consolidation, the queuing net-

work is considered as a single class network where all

jobs have the same resource demands, which are ob-

tained by Eq. 1 and 3. If the resource demands vary

according to the consolidated instances, then we solve
the queueing model using the single class and load-

dependent MVA algorithm [18]. For the heterogeneous

consolidation, two classes of jobs are executed simul-

taneously. We first update the CPU saturation point
and disk queued/total operations according to all com-

binations of instances of two classes, and then compute

their corresponding load-dependent CPU and disk de-

mands using Eq. 1 and 3. We solve the model for het-

erogeneous consolidation, using a new multiclass load
dependent MVA algorithm.

MVA is an algorithm that iterates through all pos-

sible states of consolidated instances that execute on

resources and updates the corresponding job execution
times and throughput in sequence. When homogeneous

consolidation is used, MVA iterates from one to n and

calculates the average statistics. For the heterogeneous

consolidation, MVA iterates through all possible num-

ber of jobs, n = {1 · · ·N}, in the system, and all possi-
ble combinations from jobs in each class. Furthermore,

to incorporate the resource demands into the calcula-

tion of iteration times, the load-dependent MVA needs

to compute the conditional probability that the CPU
or the disk has j jobs of class i , provided that there are

n jobs in the system. These probabilities are denoted

by Pki(j|n), where k = {c, d} stands for the CPU and

disk respectively.

We depict a high level description of our approxi-
mated multi-class load-dependent MVA in Algorithm

1. A class is indexed by i = {1, 2} and the resources

are indexed by k = {c, d}. Tci(n1, n2) and Tdi(n1, n2)

denote the iteration times of class i spent in CPU and

disk, given n1 and n2 jobs in the system. The detailed
description of resource demands given (n1, n2) consol-

idated instances, Dci(n1, n2) and Ddi(n1, n2), are de-

scribed in Section 3. To improve readability, we write

Pki(j|n) in Algorithm 1 to encompass all the cases of
Pki(j|(n1, n2)) such that n1 + n2 = n. We direct the

interested reader to [18] for the detailed computation

of Pki(j|n) in the standard load dependent MVA algo-
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Algorithm 1 Proposed MVA Approximation Algo-

rithm
1: for n=1 to N and all combinations such that n1+n2 = n

do

2: for class i=1,2 do

3: for resource k = c, d do

4: Compute Dki(n1, n2) following Eq. (1)-(6)

5: Compute Tki(n1, n2) =
n

X

j=1

Dki(n1, n2)Pki(j −

1|n)
6: end for

7: Compute X(n1, n2) =
X

i

ni
P

k Tki(n1, n2)

8: for resource k = c, d do

9: for j= 1 to n jobs at resource k do

10: Update Pki(j|n) [18]
11: end for

12: end for

13: end for

14: end for

rithm. The critical step we propose here is to update the

throughput X(n1, n2) as the average of class through-

put, weighted by the number of jobs in each class, i.e.,∑
i

ni
P

k
Tki(n1,n2) . We note that this approximation can

capture the upper bound of performance measures as

regulated by the bottleneck resource. Finally, comment-
ing on the time complexity of the MVA algorithm, we

point out that it is no more than O(N2Ṁ), where N is

the maximum number of consolidated applications and

M is the number of resources.
Finally, we point out that any variation in the work-

load/iteration time is captured via the MVA assump-

tion that workload execution on each resource when

run in isolation (i.e., no consolidation) results in expo-

nentially distributed service demands. We will show in
the following section that the exponential assumption is

very effective and results in models with high prediction

accuracy.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our analytical methodolo-

gies to predict iteration times and to identify optimal

homogeneous and heterogeneous consolidations. We present

results for two benchmark suites, the DaCapo and SPECjvm2008.
We first consider homogeneous consolidations and present

the asymptotic regions and the MVA predictions. For

heterogeneous consolidations, we present MVA predic-

tions.

5.1 Homogeneous Consolidation: DaCapo

In this subsection, we search for optimal homogeneous

consolidations of 10 DaCapo benchmarks using the pro-
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Fig. 6 Performance region as defined by the optimistic and
pessimistic asymptotes for homogeneous consolidations of
DaCapo benchmarks.

posed methodology and validate our predictions with
experimental data. The detailed description of the Da-

Capo benchmarks and the reference system can be found

in Section 2. The profiling interval has a duration of 5

minutes, including 2 minutes of a warm-up phase. Da-
Capo’s profiling results are summarized in Section 3.3.

First, we present the predicted asymptotic regions

of iteration times for the ten DaCapo benchmarks as

a function of the consolidated applications that range
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Fig. 7 MVA predictions of iteration times for homogeneous
consolidations of DaCapo benchmarks.

from 1 to 16, see Fig. 6. The figure also depicts the

actual measurements. The figure illustrates that the
simple profiling summarized in Table 3 is sufficient to

provide the region of the anticipated performance. In-

deed, results show that with the exception of luindex

all other DaCapo benchmarks lie well within the pro-
jected optimistic and pessimistic asymptotes. As the

two asymptotes capture a pessimistic case (i.e., where

we assume that all ξ cores are equally utilized and sat-
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Fig. 8 CPU and disk utilization of optimal homogeneous
consolidations and single instance execution.

urated) and an optimistic one (i.e., where there is no

contention up to ξ cores), the distance between the two
asymptotes captures how well the application scales and

how well it shares shares the assigned cores with other

instances. Remarkably, we see that for several of the

benchmarks that use the available cores efficiently, the
actual experimental values are close to the optimistic

asymptote, see batik, fop, jython, pmd, and sunflow.

The experimental numbers for the rest of the bench-

marks lie between the two asymptotes, while avrora al-

most overlaps with the pessimistic asymptote. luindex
remains a more challenging benchmark to capture with

the asymptotes, indeed the pessimistic one cannot be

defined while the optimistic one remains relatively far

to the actual values. Recall that luindex is an IO in-
tensive benchmarks, where the majority of execution

time is spent on the disk, see Table 3. Close inspection

of the behavior of luindex across different number of

consolidated instances shows that Dd(n) decreases from

Dd(1) with respect to n, see Figure 4, and this is due
to internal disk optimizations that work better as load

increases. Clearly, this behavior cannot be captured by

the asymptotic analysis. This is a case where load de-

pendent MVA is necessary for prediction.

Figure 7 illustrates the predicted iteration times us-

ing MVA together with measured times. Overall, we
notice that the MVA predictions characterize well the

scalability trends and capture the increments in itera-

tion times, even the saturation point. The average er-

ror computed from all consolidations is around 6%. The

highest prediction errors are 21% for consolidating 6 in-
stances of h2 and 17% when consolidating 16 instances

of h2. Overall, when the number of consolidated in-

stances is small, i.e., less than 10, prediction errors are

small. These configurations are particularly interesting
to service providers, as the system is not yet saturated.

Overall, Figure 7 confirms the precision of predictions

for both CPU and disk intensive applications.
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As benchmarks have a wide variety of resource de-

mands, we define the target iteration time for all bench-

marks as 1.5 times the iteration time of a single in-

stance, i.e., 1.5 ·T (1).5 Using the predicted MVA values

and given a performance target for the average itera-
tion, one can easily identify the optimal number of con-

solidated instances that achieve this performance tar-

get. In Figure 7 we highlight optimal instances and the

corresponding target iteration times – see the gray col-
umn and the corresponding target value (on the y-axis)

on each graph. In many cases, increasing the number of

consolidated instances does not have an impact on the

iteration time. This is mainly due to the intrinsic paral-

lelism offered by the CPU: as long as the CPU is not sat-
urated, additional workload instances can be executed

in parallel without affecting the iteration time. Overall,

we see that the model consistently predicts the opti-

mal consolidation given a target iteration time across
workloads with very different characteristics.

Figure 8 summarizes CPU and disk utilization un-
der the optimal consolidation and under single instance

execution. For the optimal consolidation experiments,

we used the target performance of 1.5 · T (1) for itera-

tion times. Resource utilization and system throughput

are tremendously improved after consolidation. How-
ever, as most benchmarks are either CPU- or disk-

intensive, optimal homogeneous consolidations often re-

sult in unbalanced resource utilizations. However, the

degree of unbalance of CPU and disk usage in the single
instance case does not necessarily carry in the consoli-

dated cases, see batik and xalan.

5.2 Homogeneous Consolidation: SPECjvm2008

To further test the applicability of our methodology be-
yond the DaCapo suite, we consider consolidations of

benchmarks from the SPECjvm2008 suite6. In particu-

lar, we consider homogeneous consolidations of 2, 4, 8,

and 16 instances of most benchmarks in the suite.

Table 4 presents the profiling for the SPECjvm2008

suite. Due to lack of space and the fact that the be-
haviors are very similar, we present results for only 12

benchmarks. Note that all benchmarks are CPU inten-

sive, as their Dc(1) values are much higher than the

reciprocal Dd(1) values.

Using the inputs of Table 4, we create the optimistic

and pessimistic asymptotes, see Fig. 9. In general, the

asymptotes capture very well the performance trends
as captured by the actual measurements. In most of

5 Of course, any alternative definition of a “target” itera-
tion would also work.

6 See http://www.spec.org/jvm2008

benchmark Dc(1) ξ Dd(1) oqd otd

compress 1360.58 6.6 6.62543 0 0.7
crypto.aes 3103.66 6.2 27.8654 0.1 0.7
crypto.rsa 1083.34 7.9 152.998 0.1 21.3

crypto.signverify 1320.42 7.2 19.792 0.2 0.7
scimark.lu.small 981.695 7.9 20.6476 0.3 0.9

mpegaudio 2452.88 7.9 45.1116 0.3 0.9
scimark.sor.large 11096 8 95.5362 0.1 0.7

scimark.sparse.small 2060.02 8.6 16.1219 0.1 0.6
scimark.monte carlo 3268.56 7.2 30.7898 0 0.6

scimark.sparse.large 5744.01 8 37.5658 0 0.6
scimark.fft.small 1333.25 7.8 13.5475 0.1 0.7

serial 4035.16 6.1 38.8 0.1 0.7

Table 4 Profiling of the SPECjvm2008 suite.

the cases. the optimistic asymptote follows closely the
experimental numbers, and this is due to the fact that

in most cases the benchmarks take good advantage of

the core parallelism.

Figure 10 illustrates the MVA predictions and the
measurement values of the various consolidations. MVA

predictions are close to the measured values consis-

tently for most consolidations across all benchmarks.

Overall, for a total of 60 considered consolidations, the
average prediction error is 8.9%, comparable to the

measured error for the DaCapo benchmark suite.

5.3 Two-Class Heterogeneous Consolidation: DaCapo

In this subsection, we evaluate the prediction errors of

iteration times of primary and secondary applications
in various two-class heterogeneous consolidations. We

consider the following scenario: one application is con-

sidered to be of the primary type. For this application,

four instances should be executing simultaneously.7 The

four primary applications are consolidated with a sec-
ondary application whose instances vary from 1 to 4.

Note that the quality of the prediction does not change

if we swap primary with secondary applications, as pre-

dictions are based on the multiclass MVA approxima-
tion illustrated in Algorithm 1.

For each of the 10 benchmarks, we select one as

the primary application and pair it with all other nine

benchmarks that are considered as the secondary one.
Table 5 summarizes the relative prediction errors, pre-

sented as the average of prediction errors from the pri-

mary and the secondary applications. Overall, the av-

erage prediction error is only 8.1% across 400 possible
heterogeneous consolidations. Note that this extensive

experimentation to find the ideal pairing of primary and

7 Of course, this scenario can be changed and the number of
primary execution instances can be any integer. We have done
experiments that have varied this number from 1 to 10 but are
not reported here due to lack of space. The selected number
of four primary consolidated applications is representative of
all experiments.
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Fig. 9 Pessimistic and optimistic asymptotes for a collection of SPECjvm2008 benchmarks under homogeneous consolidation.

Table 5 MVA prediction error [%] for iteration time under various heterogenous consolidations

Primary application
avrora batik fop h2 jython

4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4 4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4 4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4 4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4 4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4

S
e
c
o
n
d
a
ry

a
p
p
.

avrora 3 7 9 10 16 15 19 23 13 7 11 14 22 14 12 15 5 18 30 32
batik 6 12 18 24 4 4 5 9 6 6 5 7 12 13 9 8 1 6 11 13

fop 5 6 11 14 4 4 5 7 5 2 3 5 10 12 9 4 4 6 6 6
h2 6 7 11 10 3 3 7 5 8 8 6 4 16 21 9 2 1 1 7 8

jython 3 8 20 37 5 3 10 12 7 6 7 9 13 5 8 8 1 8 10 15
luindex 7 7 8 10 6 4 2 3 10 8 11 11 8 10 13 12 5 5 4 5

lusearch 2 3 3 7 3 6 10 15 4 4 8 11 12 14 8 13 9 16 16 20
pmd 4 15 25 35 2 3 3 3 9 5 9 13 16 6 8 8 4 4 4 8

sunflow 7 8 11 14 3 6 8 8 7 6 5 4 16 16 10 2 6 7 5 13
xalan 5 7 7 9 3 3 4 6 4 2 2 5 11 13 9 8 10 13 7 5

luindex lusearch pmd sunflow xalan

S
e
c
o
n
d
a
ry

a
p
p
.

avrora 6 8 6 6 9 7 6 8 8 22 31 38 17 14 12 15 11 8 7 9
batik 4 2 4 4 2 4 10 14 5 5 3 2 6 6 8 8 6 6 5 6

fop 3 5 6 8 3 6 8 11 6 6 8 12 7 9 4 6 4 3 3 4
h2 1 6 6 12 4 10 10 10 6 8 4 11 8 12 6 4 3 5 7 10

jython 12 2 8 8 8 11 18 20 3 3 4 6 10 6 9 14 3 6 8 6
luindex 5 1 4 6 17 16 17 13 13 15 18 21 10 6 4 5 10 16 19 23

lusearch 4 7 10 14 0 3 2 2 11 15 22 23 6 7 3 5 8 9 12 14
pmd 5 9 13 19 11 16 22 22 9 4 5 5 12 8 9 7 7 17 22 19

sunflow 2 0 2 2 1 4 4 7 6 7 8 6 7 9 2 9 5 4 4 5
xalan 15 18 20 23 4 7 10 14 14 17 22 23 5 6 3 5 9 10 11 10
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Fig. 10 MVA predictions for SPECjvm2008 benchmarks under homogeneous consolidation.

secondary applications can be very time consuming and

could grow exponentially with the number and com-
bination of consolidated instances. With our proposed

methodology, we require only a limited number of pro-

filing runs of single instances and achieve very accurate

predictions across a large number of consolidations.

Prediction errors are generally higher for large num-

bers of secondary application instances, because either
the CPU or disk is over-saturated. The pairing of ap-

plications with the highest errors are avrora and pmd.

Recall the discussion in Section 3.1.2, both avrora and

pmd make extensive use of spin locks and their perfor-
mance highly depends on the number of collocated in-

stances.

We define the goal that an optimal two-class het-

erogeneous consolidation corresponds to the maximum

number of instances of the secondary application such

that the overhead factor of the four primary application
instances is less than factor 1.2.

In Figure 11, we illustrate the predicted and mea-

sured iteration times for ten cases of heterogeneous con-

solidation. With respect to the target iteration times,

we identify the optimal number of instances of the sec-

ondary application using our prediction. We summarize
the optimal heterogeneous consolidation in terms of the

secondary application and the corresponding number

of instances in Figure 11. The corresponding CPU and

disk utilization values are also illustrated in Figure 12.

In case (2), batik + luindex, we can accurately
predict iteration times for both benchmarks. The maxi-

mum number of consolidated instances of luindexwith-

out violating the target iteration time of batik is 6. As
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Fig. 11 MVA predictions of iteration times for homogeneous
consolidations of DaCapo benchmarks.

luindex is disk intensive and batik is CPU intensive,

the optimal consolidation also increases both CPU and
disk utilization. Case (5), jython + luindex, and case

(6), luindex + fop, also benefit from complementary

resource usage patterns. In most of the cases where two

CPU-bound benchmarks are consolidated, the optimal
number of secondary application instances is three or

four, and the resulting CPU utilization is more than

95%.
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Fig. 12 CPU and disk utilization of ten heterogeneous con-
solidations.

5.4 Three-Class Heterogeneous Consolidation: DaCapo

In this subsection, we evaluate our predictions with var-

ious three-class heterogeneous consolidations. In partic-
ular, we consider only those cases in which the number

of consolidated instances is the same for each class. A

total of 360 three-class consolidation is evaluated. The

aim here is to demonstrate our methodology can be

applied on a higher degree of consolidation, i.e., three
and even higher number of classes, and provide accu-

rate prediction on iteration times of each class. Conse-

quently, we do not stress the difference of target itera-

tion times among primary and secondary applications,
nor the optimal consolidation.

Figure 13 illustrates a small selection of the con-

sidered consolidations, in which the number of consol-
idated units goes from 1 to 3 for each class. As can

be seen from the figures, our methodology accurately

predicts the iteration time overhead for each class of

consolidated applications. Over a total of 360 unique
consolidations, the average error, computed from all

three classes, is only 10.43%. This exhaustive evalua-

tion confirms the stability of our results and suggests

that our methodology can provide sufficiently accurate

predictions for a higher number of consolidated classes
of workloads.

6 Discussion

We demonstrated that we can accurately predict itera-

tion times for an extensive set of homogeneous or het-
erogeneous consolidations on two different benchmark

suites, i.e., DaCapo and SPECjvm2008. The asymp-

totic analysis provides the performance region where

homogeneous consolidations fall, while the MVA mod-
els can distinguish between primary and secondary ap-

plication performance in heterogeneous consolidations.

Experiments show how our approach accurately pre-
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Fig. 13 Three-class heterogeneous consolidation: measured
v.s. predicted iteration times when consolidating different in-
stances of applications. The notation ”p” represents the pre-
dicted value.

dicts the target iteration times of a primary application.

The same analysis and model can be used to predict

the target iteration times of a secondary application.

We stress that our models can be used to target differ-

ent metrics, e.g., the minimal iteration slow-downs of
the secondary application, to identify the optimal sec-

ondary application, to identify consolidations that meet

certain system throughput or utilization levels.

In this paper, we mainly focused on a single exam-
ple: how to best predict the iteration time of an ap-

plication under consolidation. Frequently, the optimal

consolidation of primary with secondary applications is

to achieve equal utilization across all system resources

such that the system throughput and utilization are op-
timized. We would like to stress that the optimal het-

erogeneous consolidation indeed varies according to the

definition of performance objectives. When the perfor-

mance objective is to maintain a target weighted it-
eration time of two classes, it might be preferable to

consolidate two CPU-bound applications with differ-

ent concurrency levels. Such counter-intuitive solutions

cannot be easily identified with existing profiling tools.

Our solution not only captures the dynamics of consol-
idated workload but also provides a robust solution for

performance prediction of a wide range of objectives.

7 Related work

Various simulation-based and model-based approaches

have been developed to address workload performance

interference on multicore systems. In particular, the

performance metrics of interest are usually shared hard-
ware counters, such as cycle per instruction (CPI) and

L2/L3 cache misses. In [12], the authors use artificial

neural networks to predict IPC for exploring the ar-

chitecture design space and validate their results via

simulation. Each benchmark is profiled, validated, and
predicted in isolation. Chen et al. [5] estimate multi-

resource demands, e.g., L2 cache size and memory band-

width, of a single application, using ILP and MLP mod-

els, and validate their models via simulation. These
models are not validated on consolidated workloads.

In contrast, Lee et al. [16] propose regression models

to predict CPI delay, considering consolidating multi-

ple classes of application instances. METE [23] predicts

the end-to-end IPC of collocating two benchmarks via
simulation. The objective of METE is to dynamically

provide sufficient on-chip resources to applications such

that the target IPC is achieved via a feedback control

approach.
The focus of profiling single- and multi-threaded ap-

plications on multicore systems is to characterize the

performance interference on hardware resources, e.g.,
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cache misses and thread contention. Most characteri-

zation analysis considers a single instance of a single-

threaded application and a few are applied on consol-

idated instances of applications [13,8,2]. The profiling

approach can be non-intrusive using existing OS coun-
ters [14,27,28] or require modification of applications’

source code or bytecode [10,25]. Zhuravlev et al. [30]

characterize resource contention of multi-threaded ap-

plications in the memory hierarchy, but their main fo-
cus is on comparing the systems while executing the

application in isolation. In [2], the authors characterize

the slow down of core interference, cache interference

and virtual overhead, due to consolidating workloads

on a multi-core dual-processor Intel platform. Dey et
al. [8] propose a general methodology to characterize

any multi-threaded application for the last level cache

contention, and private cache contention.

To summarize, existing methodologies combine model
and simulation to address system-centric performance

targets, whereas our proposed methodology can accu-

rately and efficiently predict user-centric targets, i.e.,

iteration times, while maximizing performance targets,

such as resource utilization, on a real system. In addi-
tion, our methodology predicts optimal consolidations

by using only light-weight and non-intrusive profiling.

We also stress that the proposed methodology can be

used for consolidation predictions of any performance
measure, we direct the interested reader to [1] for re-

sults that show optimal consolidations of even conflict-

ing performance measures, and specifically when the

target is the ratio of system throughput (that is aimed

to be maximized) over the application execution time
(that is aimed to be minimized).

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a light-weight, non-intrusive
methodology to achieve application-centric performance

targets, while consolidating homogeneous and heteroge-

neous application instances on modern multicore sys-

tems. Using a small number of profiling runs, we en-
capsulate crucial load dependent characteristics of ap-

plications, i.e., resource demands, application concur-

rency level, hardware parallelism, and the impact of run

time optimization schemes. Furthermore, based on the

profiled resource demands, we develop an asymptotic
methodology that can provide “regions” where perfor-

mance is expected to be and a load-dependent MVA

that can narrow the range of anticipated performance.

The proposed methodologies can be used to predict
various performance metrics such as application iter-

ation times and system throughput. Our evaluation of

consolidating multi-threaded benchmarks with different

concurrency levels on an IBM Power7 system shows a

prediction error below 10% over more than 900 con-

solidation cases. As our proposed methodology relies

on low-level and easily-accessed performance counters,

the methodology readily applies to more complex work-
loads.

In our future work we intend to focus on improv-

ing the asymptotic analysis such that it is adapted for

heterogeneous consolidations and not only for homoge-
neous ones. We have strong indications that the pes-

simistic and optimistic asymptotes may be also perfor-

mance bounds. We are currently working on proving

that this is indeed the case. On the experimental side,

we also plan to consider more resource components such
as networks and consider network-intensive and multi-

tiered applications (i.e., extend the model by provid-

ing additional queueing stations) and on applying the

methodology on different hardware platforms.
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